Installation
Overview

GPR™ | GP2™ | GPSD™ F IE L D PROBE

RETROFIT OVERVIEW
Traditionally, GP Series probes have been used as stand-alone sample extraction devices. For decades, these probes have been used successfully
in countless applications and locations around the world. As sampling methods have changed over the years, along with their respective stream
compositions and source conditions, certain applications dictated that a complete system was required rather than just a stand-alone probe.
With the development of ACES™, A+ was able to offer the GPR™, GP2™ and GPSD™ probes, among others, as part of a total system solution. Initially
we were not able to easily retrofit an already-installed GP Series probe into an ACES™ in the field without blowing down the process line. With our
retrofit collar, customers have the ability to convert a GP Series probe to an ACES™ without interruption to their process line. Whether it’s a change in
stream composition and/or source conditions, or for protection from harsh ambient conditions, a GPR™, GP2™ or GPSD™ can now be upgraded to an
complete sample system with just a few simple steps outlined below.

1.

Remove the set screw
from the installed locking

nut. (Figure A)

2.

Place one half of the
retrofit collar over current
locking nut (Figure B). Insert
and install longer set screw so
that it aligns both parts.
(Figure C)

3.

Place the other half of
the retrofit collar over the
other locking nut and Install
one of the socket cap screws
to hold both retrofit collar
parts loosely together.
(Figure D)

5.

Install the four A+ ACES
GP housing standoffs on
the retrofit collar. (Figure E)

6.

Follow the A+ ACES
instructions to complete
the installation.

4.

Install the other socket
cap screw and tighten
both to hold both retrofit collar
parts tightly together. (Figure D)
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For Illustration purposes only, pipeline is not show in Figures A-E.
Please refer to the detailed instructions supplied with your A+ shipment before performing installation or operation.
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Contact us for expert product application assistance.
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sales@geniefilters.com
Analytically Correct™ sample systems, sample
conditioning components, and revolutionary
gas and liquid sampling technology.
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